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Workers Near End of Campaign

By John Epperheimer

Ever hear of political organizations with many members who cannot vote, or chief Democratic supporters named Dirksen?

If the answer is yes, then you know two of the groups, and registered student organizations on campus, known as the Y's and YW's.

Members of each club have traveled hundreds of miles in campaign caravans, distributed thousands of pieces of literature, sponsored speeches and knocked on doors.

Louise Dirksen, president of the SIU Young Democrats, thinks his club's biggest contribution to the 1966 campaign was its appearance on campus this fall of John Kenneth Galbraith, chief economic advisor to the late President Kennedy.

Rich Karr, southern area chairman for Young Republicans College Federation.

(Continued on Page 6)

Supermarket Boycott Planned Saturday

Work Order

For Overpass

Sent by SIU

Construction of the pedestrian bridge over U.S. 51 and the Illinois Central Railroad at Harwood Avenue may begin within two weeks, according to Willard C. Hart, associate University architect.

Hart said the work order had been released to the construction company.

"Our paper work is done as far as I know," Hart said. "It has been given to the contractor and we are waiting for them to complete their paper work and the project can be started.

"The $119,000 contract for the overpass was awarded to the J. J. Simmons Construction Co., of Decatur, Ill.

Harwood Light

Repair Expected

The traffic signal lights at U.S. 51 and Harwood Ave. should be operating normally in a short time, according to the Illinois Division of Highways Department.

Max Burgert, an assistant to the traffic engineer in the department, said a traffic control device has been set off for repairs.

"We assume that it will be back in operation this weekend," Burgert said. "The lights will be working normally again.

The lights have been operating as four way flashing red signals for approximately three weeks.

Taint Cold Enough

For Ice Skating

Says Weatherman

That this icy film at the edge of Lake-on-the-Campus these chilly mornings is no indication that the lake will freeze over enough for ice skating in the near future. Any hope of pursuing that popular winter sport by the end of this month is disheartened by a spokesman for the Weather Bureau station at Carbondale.

He said the outlook for the remainder of the month is normal temperatures with light precipitation. The normal temperature for November is 50 degrees. A low of 22 degrees was recorded early Thursday by the Carbondale Sewage Plant.

The record low for the month is 1 degrees, according to the SIU Climatology Laboratory.

(Continued on Page 6)

Thompson Point Houseing Open

During Thanksgiving Vacation

The Thompson Point Area will be used to house all single students during the Thanksgiving vacation.

The area will be open from 6 p.m., Wednesday, Nov. 23, to 10 a.m. Sunday, Nov. 27.

All other areas of University single student housing will be closed from midnight Wednesday, Nov. 23, to noon Sunday, Nov. 27, according to S. L. Ritten, coordinator of housing services.

The cost of housing will be $1 a day, payable at the Thompson Point service desk at the time of check-out. Linnen will be provided. Reservations for housing should be made one week in advance if possible.

(Continued on Page 6)

Housewives Aim

For Lower Prices

By Mike Nauer

Carbondale housewives plan to picket and boycott three supermarkets Saturday.

The boycott decision was reached after supermarket managers did not attend a meeting with housewives Wednesday night to discuss ways of alleviating the rising cost of living due to food costs.

The meeting, which was held at the home of Mrs. Milton Edelman, was called by members of the committee for HELP (Housewives Effort for Lower Prices).

The committee plans a telephone campaign to encourage other shoppers to stay away Saturday from SIU's Big Star Market and the Murdock Monroe.

A.E. Kelley, owner of Kelley's, said, "We have decided not to comment on this.

They plan to have wives picketing the stores for that day.

The committee will send a letter to all of the managers concerned before the weekend explaining the plan, and appealing for another meeting with them.

The Daily Egyptian asked store managers Thursday on why they had not met with the housewives Wednesday, Harold Green of A & P stated he had committed himself to attend the meeting.

Paul Reusby, manager of Sorensen's IGA, contacted the committee late Thursday and agreed to meet with the housewives. Consequently, Reusby said the IGA will not be included in the picket or boycott.

It was decided that if the managers still will not meet then discuss the differences after the weekend, they plan to initiate an (Continued on Page 6)

Gus Bode

Gus says he would join the boycott, and has any money not to spend.
Activities

Philosophy Club Meets
The Pre-Law Club will meet at 10 a.m., today, in Room D of the University Center. The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at noon in Room E of the University Center. The Moslem Students' Association will meet at 2 p.m. in Room E of the University Center.

Intramural flag football will be played at 4:20 p.m. on the practice field.

The Movie House will feature "The Interns" at 6:30 and 9:30 p.m. in Davis Auditorium of the Wham Building. Probe will be held at 8 p.m. in the Morris Library Auditorium. A dance will be held at 8 p.m. in the Roman Room of the University Center. t he Women's Recreation Association free recreation group will meet at 8 p.m. in the Women's gym.

Programming Class
A short course in ALGOL programming will be conducted from 3 to 4 p.m., Nov. 7-11, in the Wham Education Building, Room 24b.

The course, open to faculty, staff, and other interested persons, will be conducted by Robert Ashworth, manager of the research and instructional division of the Data Processing and Computing Center. The class will be limited to Begin Monday to an enrollment of 15. Registrations should be made in advance by calling 453-4361. The text is "A Guide to ALGOL Programming," and can be purchased at the bookstore for $3.95.

There will be a $3.50 charge for non-university personnel.

Daily Egyptian
Published in the Department of Journalism Tuesday through Saturday throughout the school year, except during university recess periods, vacation weeks, and legal holidays, by Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois. Copyright 1940. Contact classes are invited to submit news items and photographs for this publication. Policies of The Egyptian are the responsibility of the editors. Submission of material does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the administration or any department of the University. Daily Egyptian is the official newspaper of Southern Illinois University. Daily Egyptian is prepared by the students of the School of Journalism.

French Film Society
The French Film Society will continue its program this semester with French films featuring Romance, Drama, Comedy, and Action. The French Film Society meets at 3:30 p.m. every Wednesday, Biddle Auditorium, Room 206.

Dance Series
A dance program will be held at 9 p.m. on Friday, November 11. Those interested in dancing may sign up in the Daily Egyptian Office, N-105 Morris Library.

Theater Department
The Theater Department presents 'NIGHT IS MY FUTURE' by Swedish playwright, a comedy which will open at 8 p.m. on Friday, November 11. Tickets are available at 35¢, 50¢, and 75¢ at the door of the Davis Auditorium.

ALSO A SWEDISH FILM SOCIETY SCREENING OF "LOLITA" AND "COMPARATIVE STUDIES" in Davis Auditorium November 11 at 8 p.m.

"NIGHT IS MY FUTURE" SWEDISH DIALOGUE WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES STARRING MAI ZETTERLING AND BIRGER MALMSTEN
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MOVIE HOUR

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 4
FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
ADM. ADULTS 60¢, STUDENTS 40¢ WITH ACTIVITY CARDS
3-SHOWS 6:00-8:00-10:00
THE INTIMATE LIVES OF YOUNG DOCTORS, THE PRIVATE LOVE LIFE OF YOUTHFUL MEN, MEDICINE!

SATURDAY NOVEMBER 5
FURR AUDITORIUM, UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
ADM. ADULTS 60¢, STUDENTS 40¢ WITH ACTIVITY CARDS
2-SHOWS 6:30 AND 9:00 P.M. ONLY
HOW DID THEY EVER MAKE A MOVIE OF "LOLITA"?

SOUTHERN'S FILM SOCIETY
-PRESENTS-
'NIGHT IS MY FUTURE'
SWEDISH DIALOGUE WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES
-STARRING-
MAI ZETTERLING AND BIRGER MALMSTEN

MORRIS LIBRARY AUDITORIUM
ADM. ADULTS 60¢, STUDENTS 40¢ WITH ACTIVITY CARDS
2-SHOWS 6:30 & 8:30 p.m.

Acclaimed by Many
As The Greatest War Film Ever Made

FIRES ON THE PLAIN

VARSITY

NOW PLAYING

"WARREN BEATTY SUSANNAH YORK

ekoey young American
American actor
Mr. Dominick
saving kinky
Lolita

Ingested!

"NIGHT IS MY FUTURE"
SWEDISH DIALOGUE WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES
STARRING MAI ZETTERLING AND BIRGER MALMSTEN

The story deals with a young man who lives his life during military service, his greetings to affect in a Swamp emotional world.

MORRIS LIBRARY AUDITORIUM
ADM. ADULTS 60¢, STUDENTS 40¢ WITH ACTIVITY CARDS
2-SHOWS 6:30 & 8:30 P.M.

Based on the prize-winning novel by Shuske Steine
GRAND PRIX WINNER LOS ANGELES, VANCOUVER FESTIVALS
Directed by Edward Tynan
Produced and Distributed by American B. Picture

cheeky young American actress the deadly Mr. Dominick to save kinky Lolita ingestible!!

Pressbook content only. Contact newspapers for galley sheets.

The switched-on thriller!!!
"Uncertain Partners," a study of the strains and tensions in the world's major alliances, is the title of today's "The Struggle for Peace" program at 9 p.m. on WSU-TV.

Other programs:
4:30 p.m. Coffee House
What's New: "Man's Invention:"
5:30 p.m. Science Reporter
Faculty to Attend Speech Meeting
A meeting of the American Speech and Hearing Association in Washington, D.C., on Nov. 19-22 will be attended by many students and the entire faculty of the Department of Speech Correction.

The program, consisting of the presentation of papers, business meetings and lectures, will feature several SIU faculty members.

Thomas Pace, associate professor, and Eugene J. Bruton, professor of speech pathology and audiology, will present papers. Herbert Koep-Baker, professor of speech pathology and audiology, will serve on a panel program dealing with cleft palate correction.

Testing Slated For 3 Groups
Two tests for graduate students and one for TV students are scheduled for Saturday. The graduate English theme test for all graduate students who passed the objective portion of the test on a conditional basis will be given from 1 to 4 p.m. in Morris Library Auditorium. Students should bring ID badges and ballpoint pens.

The admission test for graduate study in business will be given from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Mucklesey Auditorium in the Agriculture Building. Only those students who have preregistered will be tested.

The dental hygiene aptitude test will be given from 8 a.m. to noon in Room 204 of the Parkinson building. The test is a requirement for entrance into the dental hygiene program at V.T. Only those students who have preregistered with the Psychological Corp. will be tested.

SIU—TV Playhouse Presents Drama on Biography of Queen Victoria

"The Ocean's Tomorrow's Food Supply?" Bernard L. Gordon, assistant professor of natural science at Northeastern University in Boston.

8 a.m. Morning Show.
10 a.m. Pop Concert.
1 p.m. Reader's Corner.
4:15 p.m. Perspective.
8 a.m. Voices on Campus.
8 p.m. Moonlight Serenade.
Percy, Douglas Vie for Senate

One of the most important contests in the nation on Nov. 8 will be in Illinois, where Sen. Paul Douglas seeks to retain his seat against the challenge of Charles Percy. The race is important because the Republicans obviously need all the legislative strength they can muster against the Great Society program for the 1968 election.

In addition, having an important state like Illinois represented by two Republicans in the Senate would give a feather in the GOP's hat. If Percy were to lose, GOP strength in the state itself would increase.

The Democrats, of course, realize the importance of Douglas's tenure in the upper chamber and the prestige he commands across the country. Douglas has been a strong supporter of President Lyndon B. Johnson and this could be a crucial factor, especially in the issue of the Viet Nam war.

The more mauldin among the voters will lament the fact that two such qualified men are running for the same office. Douglas has been a good senator for Illinois and his strength in committees is important to the Land of Lincoln.

Letter

Percy, Douglas Vie for Senate

At the same time, Percy, one of the brightest young faces in the dull and tired Grand Old Party, many blame his defeat by Gov. Otto Kerner in 1964 on the Johnson landslide. A victory by Percy on Nov. 8 would have nationwide impact and put him high on the list of potential nominees in 1968.

These circumstances concerning the men place the responsibility on the voter to choose on the basis of the two men's stands on issues. The decision will have much more significance for the country than most races this year.

John Eppreheimer

Letter

The Schmitzs

Thank SIU

Dear Friends:

When we were in Carbondale last weekend, we visited the Frank Schmitz Memorial Point. We were greatly touched to see you young people working physically on a living memorial to our son. To know that you share our love for Frank is comfort to us. We are grateful to you and to the fraternity system, which has helped to make finer men and women of you and Frank.

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. C. Schmitz

By Arthur Hoppe
(San Francisco Chronicle)

Soldier, You Gotta Save Them Before One 'Em Saves You

"All right, men," said Capt. Buck Ace, grimly folding up his map case. "It's another search and destroy mission, some of you won't be coming back. But I know you'll give a good account of yourselves. Any questions?"

"Yes, sir," said Private Oliver Drab, 57-8-4451.

"Why what?" said the captain, brushing his bushy military moustache with obvious annoyance.

Private Drab shrugged. "I don't know, sir," he said apologetically. "It's just when you talk like that, I get uneasy.

Maybe," he added hopefully, "it's only that I don't want to get killed.

The captain glared at him and then suddenly smiled in fatherly fashion. "I think I see your problem, soldier. It's a tradition that the American fighting man knows what he's fighting for. And let me explain the two reasons why you're here. Now first, we've got to stem the tide of Communism. If we don't stop them here, it'll be somewhere else. Tell me, private, would you rather fight them on the beaches of Walkirk?"

"Private Drab thought this over. "Well, all things considered, sir, I think...

"Secondly, Drab," said the captain hastily, "we've got to save those people here from Communism. I suppose you want to save them from Communism don't you?"

"Oh, yes, sir," said Private Drab with some enthusiasm, "I can certainly see the importance of that. Which ones?"

"What do you mean, which ones?"

"Well, sir, as I understand it, there's the North Vietnamese infiltrators, the Viet Cong guerrillas and the local peasants who don't seem to care much about politics one way or another. And I can't quite figure out which ones I ought to save.

"That's a fool question, Drab," said Captain Ace. "It's our prime responsibility to save the peace-loving indigenous population."

"Oh, yes, sir," said the private, nodding. "I can see that. I can see one of them shooting at me, I can see where he don't much want to be saved. So there's no sense fighting about that.

"Private Drab," said the captain, his face red, "I will tell you what you are fighting for in simple terms: an honorable discharge after 20 years in Leavenworth."

"May I say, sir," said Private Drab thoughtfully, "that you have given me something to fight for.

But later, while lying in a ditch under sniper fire, Private Drab turned to his friend, Corporal Parz, with a frown. "Sav ing these facts from Communism is sure complicated," he said.

"No, sir," said Corporal Parz, squatting down the barrel of his rifle and pulling the trigger. "There! I think I just saved another."

"But doesn't it worry you that sometimes you can't tell which ones you're saving?"

The present corporal, glancing over his shoulder, "What worries me is that the one of them will sneak around behind us and save me from the free enterprise system."

Christian Science Monitor
New Building to Alleviate Situation

Space Shortage Hurts Physics Department

By Holim Kim

As the Homecoming alumni must have been justly impressed by the puny teacher's college here is nothing less than phenomenal.

Among the various disciplines trying to catch up with the great strides of the University is the Department of Physics, now in the third of its present building.

With a dramatic achievement to show for the past several years, the physics faculty and students are engaged in an overall revamping of the program — both graduate and undergraduate.

Among the new achievements are five masters a year during the past five years, which is impressive, but only three bachelors a year during the same period.

"We've taken a look around the board to see what we're doing what's needed by undergraduate and graduate students," John R. Zimmerman, chairman, says. The result is a list of recommendations for improvement now under review by the administration.

For undergraduates, breadth of instruction will be the aim of the revitalized program. For graduate students, technical instruction, an emphasis will be placed on experimental aspects," Zimmerman says. He cites advanced labs in atomic, nuclear and molecular physics. This will mean that applied courses such as statistical mechanics will receive equal emphasis on the string and universal aspects.

In another effort to upgrade the program, a special course will be offered beginning next fall for freshmen with a strong mathematical background. In the past they had to wait until the sophomore year to take physics.

Regardless of the grand schemes of the depart- ments for moments of the program lies with the students. The problem is how to interest the undergraduates here in a study which is respectable, but only three bachelors a year during the past five years.

"The attitude toward physics by some of our students is improved through understandable, justifiable rumors," Zimmerman said, "The rumors have it that half of the students (enrolled in General Studies) represent the program. There is no doubt that prompt attention is needed," says Roger E. Beyler, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. "But it's part of the problem. In every university faced.

Just last week Beyler was to meet with Robert W. MacVicar, vice president for academic affairs, who also feels quick action is needed. If the physics faculty is expectant for the great

John R. Zimmerman, aspersively. The air of persuasiveness and congeniality seems to come to him naturally. Having come to Northwestern three years in industry, Zimmerman has not acquired the professorial air by which so many academicians are fossilized in this part of the country.

When he joined the SIU faculty, he left the post of head of chemical and physical sciences research with the Mobil Corp., headquartered in Dallas, Tex.

"But the program faces other problems. Money-building-program-program represent but partial links in a long chain of educational development.

"The system of space and facilities for such sciences as physics is radically different from that in humanistic or natural sciences, which can maintain presentable curricula with chairs, classrooms— and monologues.

"But physical sciences, as exemplified by natural sciences, needs more than talks and reading. For instructional purposes a university needs labs where students can get their feet wet. To keep the frontiers of science, researchers need the laboratories.

For the Physics and Astronomy Department, one of the smaller units in the University, its ambitious graduate program is inseparable with the new Physical Science Building, under construction for about a year south of the University Center.

"Our main push at the present time is for a top notch department with participation in a major emphasis on molecular physics," J. Zimmerman says.

The plan is to turn out the first Ph.D. in physics by June, 1969. The hurdles facing such a short order are legion; approval by the University Board of Trustees and the State Board of Higher Education is the latest of them.

But the envisioned future of the department is the space problem. The de-

Surgical home of the physical and chemical sciences at SIU.

The critical problem of space, which has direct bearing on the quality of instruction, is understood by the administration.

"We cannot afford to have a lot of graduate students working on statics and its application. We have a special course will be offered beginning next fall for freshmen with a strong mathematical background. In the past they had to wait until the sophomore year to take physics.

"The attitude toward physics by some of our students is improved through understandable, justifiable rumors," Zimmerman said, "The rumors have it that half of the students (enrolled in General Studies) represent the program. There is no doubt that prompt attention is needed," says Roger E. Beyler, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. "But it's part of the problem. In every university faced.

Just last week Beyler was to meet with Robert W. MacVicar, vice president for academic affairs, who also feels quick action is needed. If the physics faculty is expectant for the great

American Universities Need Improvement in Understanding

By Robert M. Hutchins

The general American view is that the university's purpose is to process the young for the industrial society.

It follows that the university has no role as the critic of that society, that the academic job is the pursuit of truth is obsolete.

The measurements applied to the university are those used to test the success of failure of any industrial enterprise: size, weight and efficiency.

All this represents a total misunderstanding of the aims of education and research. It is a new version of an ancient argument.

"In its own terms the prevailing American view is self-defeating, for it is easy to show that the university is most useful when it devotes itself not to meeting immediate needs but to the consideration of those problems are so overwhelming that is likely to be more successful, in every sense of the word, than one that is only technologically proficient.

Americans have always set great store by technical proficiency, we believe in getting things done. What things ought to be done, and in what order, and why—these are questions that cannot be allowed to detract us.

The result is that we are the richest, most anxious, most powerful and most dangerous people on earth.

We often succeed in getting things done only to wish afterward that we had not done them on that we had done them with some understanding of the consequences of the actions.

The institution that could illuminate the world for us is the university. The community of scholars, in which teachers and students join in the search for understanding, could be the beacon by the light of which men might guide their footsteps in a forbidding and precarious world.

Before it is too late we might consider whether a democratic country without universities can long remain democratic.

Copyright 1966, Los Angeles Times
Frenzy Ends Tuesday

Young Party Workers Campaign

(Continued from Page 1)

The Young Democrats are planning a membership drive soon. They will wind up the campaign this weekend working for local candidates by passing out literature, visiting areas, serving as judges at the polls and knocking on doors in Carbondale.

The Young Republicans helped sponsor the whistle-stop last week of southern Illinois by Republican candidates Charles H. Percy, Ray Page and J. Prentice. They also conducted their own caravan for Bob Beckmeyer, candidate for governor, and helped in the campaign of John Gilbert of Carbondale for state senator.

Since last March members of the YR's have attended a Midwest convention, a state convention and a leadership training conference. They also participated in Wheels Night at SIU.

Speakers at YR's meetings have been Beckmeyer and Mrs. Frances Strothman, administrative assistant to the president of the Young Republicans of Illinois.

The Young Republicans will campaign this weekend at area shopping centers and at women's homes and plan to distribute more literature. What happens when the frantic pace of campaign ends next Tuesday evening?

"We hope we can celebrate," said one member.

Supermarket Boycott Prompted
By Local Housewives' Drive

(Continued from Page 1)

said it has found the prices in Carbondale to average two per cent higher than in nearby towns. With some stores the difference was as high as 4.3 per cent.

LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE OF HEARING

There will be a Hearing before the CARBONDALE BOARD OF APPEALS on Tuesday, November 22, 1966, at 7:30 o'clock P.M., in the Courtroom of the City Hall on the following requests:

Request of Dora Lee Price for Variance from the strict requirements of Zoning Ordinance No. 1183 concerning the side yard and setback requirements and lot coverage requirements for the purpose of building a carpent attached to the existing property line and exceeding lot coverage by five (5) percent. A 43 1/2 by 80 foot tract of Lot 3, C.W. Singleton Addition, more commonly known as 319 East Jackson Street, Carbondale, Illinois. Case No. Z-BA-191

Request of I.O.O.F. Lodge #233, Carbondale, Illinois, of Variance from the strict requirements of Zoning Ordinance No. 1183 as regards parking requirements for a Lodge, which is of a non-commercial character, as a contingent use in a B-4 Business Zest. Request asks relief of approximately 10 spaces. The South 35,5 feet of Lot 220 of John Daughtery Second Addition, more commonly known as 319 North Illinois Avenue. Case No. Z-BA-192

Skiers Meeting Tonight

The SIU Ski Club will meet at 8 p.m. Monday in Room 201 of Lawson Hall.

Trips for the winter and spring quarter breaks will be discussed. Officers will be elected.

Johnson Funeral in Carbondale Today

The funeral of Virginia T. Johnson will be held at 2 p.m. today at the Van Natta Funeral Home. A young woman, she lived in St. Louis as the Egyptian reported Thursday.

Mrs. Johnson, the wife of Joseph K. Johnson, associate chairman of the Department of Sociology, died Tuesday afternoon of a heart attack.

Burial will be in Jefferson Barracks Cemetery, St. Louis.

\*\*\*

VOTE FOR
PAUL 'TOD' STEARNS
REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE FOR
COUNTY TREASURER
JACKSON COUNTY

- FOR EFFICIENCY ELECT AN EXPERIENCED AND QUALIFIED MAN.
- CIVIL ENG. DEPT. 11, I. I. RAILROAD 6 YRS.
- BUSINESS MAN 12 YRS. TWP. SUPERVISOR
- YOUR DEPUTY TREASURER FOR JACKSON COUNTY FOR THE PAST 4 YRS.
- VETERAN W.W. II RECIPIENT OF 4 CAMPAIGN STARS AND PURPLE HEART

KEEP PROVEN ABILITY

\(\text{This is a paid political advertisement}\)

step
up
to
fashion

\[\text{KEEP IN STEP WITH THE SEASON'S LATEST FASHIONS ON THE MOVE WITH BRIGHT, LIGHTWEIGHT WOOL SUITS BY MARC DOUGLAS. PERFECTLY TAILORED SKIRTS, MATCHING WOOL JACKETS, SHELLS, AND Dainty PATTERN PANTS. WAITING FOR YOUR INSPECTION AT EUNICE HARRIS.}\]

Eunice Harris
101 S. Washington-Bening Square
Parents Day to Honor Lowes and Watsons

Two sets of parents of SIU students will be honored Nov. II through 13 during SIU's 16th annual Parents Day.

The Parents of the Day, announced by the Parents Day Steering Committee, are Mr. and Mrs. Robert O. Lowe of Wilmette and Mr. and Mrs. E. Watson of Jacksonville, Ind.

The Lowes are the parents of Constance Lowe, a Junior majoring in elementary education. He attended Michigan State University and the General Motors Institute. He is now vice president-controller for the Greyhound Bus Co. in Chicago.

Mrs. Lowe attended nurses school in St. Louis and is now a housewife.

The Watsons are the parents of E. Ed Watson, a Junior majoring in engineering and a transfer student from Rose Polytechnical Institute in Terre Haute. The elder Watson attended Rose and is currently employed by the Milwaukee Railroad in Jacksonville.

Mrs. Watson is a housewife and owns her own beauty par-

Jewish Service Set

The Jewish Student Association will hold services at 8 p.m. today at the Governor Horner Center at 803 S. Washington St.

The sermon, "Rural Judaism," will be delivered by Richard Herman, a graduate student in sociology.

Refreshments will be served following the service.

Series to Show Film

The Erbse series will present the film, "Gateways to the Mind," at 8 p.m. today in the Morris Library Auditorium.

Charles J. Long and Alfred Lit of the Department of Psychology will discuss the film and answer questions.

Movie to Be Shown

"Operation Petticoat" will be shown at 7:30 p.m. today in Shryock Auditorium.

The movie will be sponsored by the Dental Hygiene Club. Tickets are 50 cents.
Mens
No-Iron
Long
Sleeve
Nylon
Shirts
2 FOR $5.00
Wash it - Hang it - $2.75
and Wear it.

Men's Thermal Underwear
Excellent for
Outdoor Wear only 97¢
EACH

Mens
Flannel Pajamas
• Choose from cost or middy
• Styles, fully tailored, 100%
• Sanforized cotton flannel.
• Washable. Sizes A-B-C-D
$2.91
EACH

Girls'
“BOOTEE”
• Cushion Moulded Soles
• Water-tight Men-made Uppers
• Luxurious Knit Fit Lining
• Sizes from Infants 4½ to Misses 4
• Jet Black
$2.89

Mens'
Loafers or Lace Shoes
• Soft Leather Uppers
• Flexible Moulded Soles
• Steel Arch Support
• Black in Sizes 6½ to 12
$7.97

Lac
Dresse
For a smart from these a
tono pleated
bouffants, two
maker suits a
in a wide sole
acetate knits,
sheer georgert
seys and tw
white and hol
football color
loden green.

SPECIAL
Ladies Hosiery
Sizes
8½-11
3 Pairs $1

Limit 3 to a C

Milline
Dres
Values
Dial Control

ELECTRIC BLANKET

$8.88

Reversible
Double Tube
Oval Braid

SCATTER RUGS

99¢

EACH

TERRY WASH CLOTHS

9 FOR 49¢

REGULAR 29¢ EACH

Ladies

Shirt & Blouse

RIOT

$1.17

A fashion highlight which cannot be missed! One of the choicest selections in the area of blouses with short, three-quarter and long sleeves, shiffle embroidery, lace trims, smocking ruffles and a variety of necklines. Assorted colors in prints and solids. Sizes 32-38.

Route 13 & Reed St. Road
Carbondale, Illinois

SAV-MART

VALUE

OPEN

Mon. thru Thurs.
12 NOON to 9 P.M.

DAILY

Saturdays
9:00-9:00

Fridays
NOON to 9:30 P.M.

Sundays
10 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Johnson to Have Surgery

WASHINGTON (AP)—President Johnson will undergo surgery within the next 15 to 18 days. Johnson, who personally announced the forthcoming operation to newsmen summoned to the Cabinet Room, described it as to "repair a defect at the site of the incision made during the gall bladder operation a year ago." A small polyp will be removed from his throat at the same time.

The announcement, Johnson ended all speculation that he was planning a cross-country campaign swing prior to next Tuesday's elections to plug for the election of Demo-
crats all the way down the line.

Democratic politicians in more than a dozen states from Massachusetts to California have reported they expected Johnson for political speeches prior to the elections.

But needing recommendations of his doctors, Johnson plans to get in as much rest as possible prior to the opera-
tion instead of taking to the political hustings.

He will begin resting up at the LBJ Ranch in Texas sometime Friday.

But he told newsmen that he plans a busy day in his office, signing bills and getting in other paper work before leaving for the ranch.

Red Split Prevents Peace, Consul Says

WASHINGTON (AP)—South Viet Nam's Ambassador Vu Van Thai said Thursday the Communist world is too badly divided at this stage to permit North Viet Nam to accept the conditions of the Manila conference and meet with the allied powers at the peace table.

"Can you imagine Communist China and the Soviet Union sitting together on the side of North Viet Nam and confronting us in a negotiation for a settlement?" he asked.

"The Viet Nam conflict is the first conflict of a new era," said Thai. "It is no longer a bipolar East-West confrontation of the postwar period. It has become a three-country affair that Moscow, Peking and Washington conflict."

Thai, a United Nations official before his assignment as ambassador, has emphasized that the major Communist powers are too divided for any settlement to be reached, but not far enough apart for one of the three countries to drop out. The hope is for a stage where Moscow and Peking could decide to go ahead with peace talks.

Ted's Girl of the Week

The 11th of a series

The place to go, for brands you know.
Michigan Lashed by Snowstorm
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

An early November snowstorm whipped across Michigan Thursday, imposing industry and forcing schools to close. Ferries and freighters anchored to keep them from space communications to seeking shelter.

Michigan’s storm, measuring to a reported eight inches in snow depth, was part of a pre-winter snowfall extending to Alabama.

Thousands of city workers were late. Business came to a virtual dead halt in some areas. People got stuck in traffic or were stranded in their cars. Winds of 25 to 40 miles an hour kicked up 2-foot waves on Lake Michigan. A 111 million-gallon outpouring of lake water was stopped at an inner harbor due to an attack at the steel mills.

The Great Lakes ferries anchored in the St. Mary’s River off Sault Ste. Marie to ride out the storm. The Chesapeake & Ohio and Ann Arbor railroads kept freight trains in port rather than letting them risk the high waves on Lake Michigan.

John McCroskey, 74, a visitor from Toledo, Ohio, was one of Michigan’s victims. McCroskey died of overexertion while shoveling snow at a friend’s home near Monroe. Nineteen houses lost power to a gas failure.

Wrapped in C115 Defense blankets, they slept on cots and cafeteria tables in the snowbound school.

Band director James Stauf- fer and two drivers of the crippled school bus service played cards all night while keeping watch over the children.

U.S. Strength In Viet Nam
Nears 382,000

SAIGON, South Viet Nam (AP) - American military strength in South Viet Nam surged toward the predicted year-end total of about 382,000 as the U.S. command announced an increase of 2,000 troops last week, almost double that of the previous week.

The new troops, additions to units already in the country, put total American strength in Viet Nam at 345,000, not counting about 50,000 men off-shore in vessels of the 7th Fleet. The last two weeks, Pentagon sources had predicted a buildup in the flow of American troops in Viet Nam in the next few weeks.

American, Frenchman Awarded Nobel Prizes

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) — Two scientists, an American and an Altmann-born Frenchman — who have defined some of the basic concepts on the behavior of electrons, atoms and molecules were awarded the 1966 Nobel prizes in chemistry and physics Thursday.

The $60,000 chemistry prize went to Dr. Robert Sanderson Mulliken, 70, who teaches at the University of Chicago and at Florida State University in Tallahassee, Fla. At a news conference in Tallahassee, he said the word of his selection was "very exciting." He is a tall man known as a supporter of peace for Viet Nam and toleration for conscientious objectors as well as for his tall as a physicist.

"They made simplifications out of complexities," a fellow scientist said of their work, "but their work is a foundation on which many of today's advances are built.

Kastler was a leader in deviating a concept, called optical pumping, in which the atoms in a gas can be excited or given energy without raising the temperature of the gas.

This is a basic concept that led to the building of lasers, remarkable instruments producing light beams so pure and disciplined they can be used for many jobs ranging from space communications to eye surgery. As if working on chords at a piano keyboard, he has defined specific visual light and radio wave combinations needed to excite atoms and atomic states.

Mulliken helped bridge the knowledge of chemistry and physics. He spelled out the rules by which atoms form molecules and how they are bound together by electrons. His work in this field has led to a better understanding of all kinds of modern materials and how they react to one another.

A native of Massachusetts, Mulliken received the Ph.D. in physical chemistry at the University of Chicago in 1921. He held positions at Harvard and New York University in the 1920s, then returned to Chicago.

HUSBAND WEEPS—Oren Boyer, 54, wept openly in court after police said Boyer stabbed his wife, a 47-year-old cancer patient, in her hospital bed because he didn’t want her to suffer anymore. Police quoted Boyer as saying, “I stabbed her because I love her... I didn’t want her to suffer anymore.” Mrs. Boyer is now listed in critical condition.

Visit the Ruth Church
SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
"Our ideas center around you!"

LIVE BANDS
Today: Joe Gilliams Trio
"BIG TWIST"
"SPEEDY'S"
5 miles north at
Death on Wed. 51

Girl Friday, an error—free typist

Smart girls will be sure to go to a certain ion wise, in this double-breasted wool pants suit by Country Set shown by Jean Merz of S.I.U.
GRAND OPENING

Of The New Modern

N.S.C. Bldg.

407 South Illinois

$500.00 Series E Bond FIRST PRIZE

During The Month Of November, You Are Invited To Visit Each New Business Located In Carbondale’s Most Modern Office Building. Register At Each Store And Become Eligible For The $500.00 Series E Savings Bond Plus The Following

(2nd Prize) Diamond Ring FROM DIAMOND BROKER

(3rd Prize) Pair Contact Lens FROM KEE OPTICAL

(4th Prize) $25.00 Make-Up Kit FROM MERLE NORMAN

(5th Prize) Permanent Wave FROM RENE HAIR FASHION

REGISTER AT EACH OF THE ABOVE BUSINESSES TO BECOME ELIGIBLE TO WIN. AWARD OF THE PRIZES WILL BE AT 8:30 MONDAY NIGHT DECEMBER 5, BY MR. WEEKS, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, AT THE N.S.C. BUILDING.

Come in and Visit the New

N.S.C. Bldg.

407 So. Illinois

407 So. Illinois
**Rancher, Feeder, Packer View Supermarkets as Price Villains**

DENVER -- The man who produces beef cattle is paid about 24 cents a pound. They vector, he says, be beef on the hoof. The house—wife who buys her beef in the supermarket pays as much as $1.50 a pound.

Why? And who gets the difference?

The answers to these deceptively simple questions are hard to find.

Douglas Bradley, a reporter for Cervi's Rocky Mountain Journal, a powerful Denver weekly newspaper, was present when some men who should represent the supermarket industry were present.

A makeup meeting of all students in General Studies and at VTl who are on scholarships and at VTI who are on scholarships, met here recently and discussed the question. No representative of the supermarket industry was present.

The supermarkets and the packers came in for criticism.

Robert L. Sonny Mapelli, a partner in a Denver meat-packing firm, said:

"I don't think the rancher isn't getting the extra money—I can speak to that from my own experience.

"The feeder has been able to sell his cattle at low and sell at high." "The packing Industry is not making any exorbitant profit," Mapelli said. The national average shows a net profit of less than 1.80 per cent. In our case, it is one per cent. This is not too much."

He said placing blame for high meat prices in the stores and the low prices the feeder and rancher gets is "a process of elimination."

"That leaves the supermarkets," he said.

"The price at retail determines what the packer can pay for cattle," said Davis.

"This in turn, determines the price to the producer."

If...

... you come to S. Oakland at W. 26th, you will find a friendly church, open to all faiths and races. If you live in this general area, you are in walking (well, sort of distance: Freeman, Forest, Mill, Poplar, Beveridge, College, Abingdon, James, Cherry, Elm, T.F. Edwards, Oklahoma, Schwartz. If you wish a free box, call the West Belfast Service. Leave Gt. Row at 9:00, 10:00, and 11:00."

Davies said that while the supermarket chains are partly responsible for prices, because of their meat-buying practices, the packers, too, "manage" the fat-cattle market.

Mapelli, the packer, agreed make it--buying at 26 cents and selling at 25 cents. The feeder used to be able to buy cattle at 25 cents or less."

The independent slaughterer is in the same position as the feeder.

"That leaves the supermarkets. Perhaps their profits are more than they deserve," Mapelli said.

"That is true but I still feel the packers' role adds to the problem of price manipulation."

 Marcos is disturbed about the low prices cattle-producers and feeders receive, as against the high prices the public has to pay for meat.

"I don't know how these fellows can make money," he said. He said an analysis of official records shows that range producers' receipts have been on a steady decline while housewives expenditures in the meat department have gone up.

Davies said that while the supermarket chains are partly responsible for prices, because of their meat-buying practices, the packers, too, "manage" the fat-cattle market.

Mapelli, the packer, agreed that something was wrong, but disagreed that the packers were at fault.

"The packing industry is not making any exorbitant profit," Mapelli said. The national average shows a net profit of less than 1.80 per cent. In our case, it is one per cent. This is not too much."

He said placing blame for high meat prices in the stores and the low prices the feeder and rancher gets is "a process of elimination."

"That leaves the supermarkets," he said.

"The price at retail determines what the packer can pay for cattle," said Davis.

"This in turn, determines the price to the producer."
Harmon Football Forecast

is presented each Friday by these eight progressive Carbondale merchants

Harmon football highlights

The battle for the number one spot in the Pacific Coast Conference gets back into high gear this week. Both 4th-ranked U.C.L.A. and 3rd-ranked Southern Cal, fighting for a berth in the Rose Bowl, will be looking to move West Coast rivals Washington and Caliornia. The Trojans should top the Huskies by 15 points, and the Trojans will bump the Bears by eight points.

"Number one" and "number two" will continue to roll. Notre Dame is a one-sided 47-point favorite over Pittsburgh, and Michigan State will bury Iowa by 36 points.

Unless it stumbles over a headline or a headline, Big Ten runner-up Purdue, 11th in the nation, can just about start packing for its Rose Bowl trip. The Nittany Lions are 20-points too strong for Wisconsin on Saturday, and the Gophers will be favored by big margins over both Minnesota and Indiana, the remaining hurdles to their first trip West on January 1st.

The Southeast Conference will have only two leaders after Saturday. It appears to see who sits at the top. The 8th-ranked Gators will win the battle, beating them by points. 3rd-ranked Alabama may not come out of the lead. Therefore, they've picked over 1,1,1, by 16 points.

Alabama's only bounces in Missouri last week, but they bounced up the national list from 17th to 9th. Possibly they belonged there previously, however, they didn't prove it last Saturday. The Cornhuskers will snap down the Gators by 23 points this week.

The air at the top of the Southwest Conference will be a bit more after Saturday. 21st-ranked Kansas is favored over dangerous Rice Owls by eighteen points.
An unusual kind of track meet will be held Saturday at McAlester Stadium. The meeting will be cross-country, meet, but it is called a track and field meet.

It is labeled a 10-mile two-miler'meat. Over 30 colleges and eight student and Gail members to the Federation of College Women, according to Saluki Track Coach New Harrison. "This meet is the most astonishing of all events in track."

Each man will run 20 laps around the Stadium whose track course is one quarter mile in distance. The two men will alternate laps, passing a baton after every lap. Thus, each man will run one quarter of a mile, rest for a quarter of a mile, and thus run his full distance. The Salukis and the Wildcats will each run two teams in the event. The Saluki number one team will consist of Jerry White and Dan Duseh. The number two team for Southern will be Jeff DuBour and Dave Chisholm against Terry Gallagher and Willard Keating. Harrison says, "Moore and Ackman should average 63.5 seconds on 20 quarters each which is really clipping pace."

Three time watches will be taken by each runner throughout the meet. One watch will keep track of the total time each man will take to complete the 20 laps, one watch will keep track of the total amount of time for each team and one watch will keep track of the time for each lap.

"In the past this meet has been held every year. We usually get very good crowds to see this event," says Harrison.

Each team will also run a team of three with the freshman meet will start at noon and be followed by the varying meet.

PARENTS DAY
Make Reservations For Your Parents For PARENTS DAY Accommodations
At Washington Square Dorm
George Paulack—92663
College Square Dorm
David May—92426
Contact Managers While We Still Have Vacancies
For Further Information Contact:
Plains Leasing Co., Inc.
944 W. Main
Phone 549-2621

DAILY EGYPTIAN CLASSIFIED ADS
The Daily Egyptian reserves the right to reject any advertising copy. No refunds on cancelled ads.

FOR SALE
1960 V.O. Richardson Mobile home, 4 bed., 2 bath, 27' x 60', mobile, Call for offer. 451-3813.

1960 Pontiac Tempor Temp, Air, 5,000 miles, sale $1,000. 451-7374.

1965 Honda CRX, 18,000 miles, new tires, electric seats, manual transmission, $975. 451-3766. Ask for Bob.

1970 Airtemp motor home, 30', 14,000 miles, clean and ready to go, $1,500. 452-7477.

Lease for sale, air-conditioned, new refrigerator, stove, washer and dryer. For information, 549-2355.

One Sunniki finished Gibson electric guitar and one falcon amplifier. Like new, Reasonably priced, P. 7-4274.

1955 Chevy Nomad stationwagon, Needs some work, $330. 0-8118.

1955 Chevy Nomad stationwagon, Needs some work, $330. 0-8118.

Legal for any paper, P.O. Hondo 50. Excellent condition. Has extras. Must see at 116 E Park, No. 7.

Real clean '65 Cort. Bee, Less than 9,000 miles, Call 543-5795.

1966 Pontiac Tempest Sport, Air, 5,000 miles, sale $1,000. 451-7374.

Cameria, New Canon Flex 13, warranty, Cheap, 305. 25, Ash. 479-5811.

1963 Corvair Monza Convertible, Clean, 6,122 miles, and 1,7 and 57, 451-3773.


1966 Pontiac Grand Prix, 13, warranty, 10,000 miles, new tires, 549-2746.


1956 Willow 1900 pounds, 451-7404.

1956 Willow 1900 pounds, 451-7404.

1959 Jaguar XKS 150 model roadster, Make offer, 549-3366 between 9 and 12 a.m.

1962 Ford Fairlane station wagon, Runs good, $600. 549-2369.

Fender stratocaster pickup, nucleated color and Gibson amplifier with reverb. $585 optionally offer. Call 7-2855 or write 7-4275.

Fender stratocaster pickup, nucleated color and Gibson amplifier with reverb. $585 optionally offer. Call 7-2855 or write 7-4275.


Floyd Amer, New Mexico 12,122. Cottage, 3 room and bath. Furnished, Cooper. 3 miles out. 475-3446.

Babysitter wanted daily 8-5 by my home. Call 451-2054 before 5 and 9 after. 5 p.m. 451-9363.


Nearby new 10x10'gardens for graduates or married couple. Also trailer spaces, 614 E Park. Call 474-3926.

Female student or working female to share 4 bed, 2 bath, in College area. Has 2-1/2 years bed. Have 1-1/2 yrs old daughter in separate bedroom. $16.50 per wk. or will consider 5 day babysitting at 93. 562-9000.

Beautifully decorated bedroom and special occasion cakes, Call 7-6334.

Let others know your wants, run a Daily Egyptian classified ad.

If you are purchasing contacts lenses at a Christmas gift for yourself or others; please pick up your free gift certificate which will save the incidental on your lenses for one year. D.C.E. We guarantee your glasses or money back. 451-5399.

P.S. If you are interested in Ke Sam's Optical, please call 451-5399.

You're bound to graduate from your classified ad over 18,000 students and faculty read the Daily Egyptian daily.


Parttime women or man. Opportunity to work hours convenient to your schedule. Earn $5 to $8 per hour servicing Fuller Student customers in this area. Prefer student with 15 hours will local address thru June 1st, 1967. Call new, 451-2287.

Baby sitter wanted daily 8-5 by my home. Call 451-2054 before 5 and 9 after. 5 p.m. 451-9363.

Beautifully decorated bedroom and special occasion cakes, Call 7-6334.

Powerful new high pressure system gets your car really clean. Bob's new 350 car wash behind Murphy, money back guarantee performance.

Quality for a quarter at Bob's new 350 car wash behind Murphy. 562-9000.


New Mexico Back Leads In Scoring
NEW YORK (AP)—Jim Brown had 22 points against Eastern New Mexico last weekend carried the New Mexico State scorer to the scoring lead among the nation's major-college football players.

Statistics compiled by the NCAA Service Bureau disclose that Bold increased his total points to 70 in his team's 50-15 victory. He had 11 touchdowns and kicked four points after touchdowns.

Mel Farr of UCLA is second with 62 points followed by Lenny Snow of Georgia Tech, Floyd Lilly of Syracuse, Don Fitzgerald of Kent State and Bob Lee of Pacific, Cal, with 60 each.

Ken Herbert of Houston scored 30 points against Tampa and zoomed from 67th to 14th in the Cola poll, 57 points.

Jack Clancy of Michigan held first place in pass receptions with 56.

SIU To Send 10

To Athletic Meeting
SIU will be represented by eight students and two faculty members at a meeting of the Illinois Athletic Recreation Federation of College Women in Bloomington to be held Sunday.

Students going are Toni L. Smith, L. Suzanne Roberts, Virginia L. Gordon, Patricia C. Geen, Jeannie Jean, L. Ely, Tom and Gail members. Faculty members going are Charlotte West and Joanne L. Thorpe.

The meeting is held each year to plan extramural activities for the 30 colleges and universities in Illinois to the federation, belong to the
Williams Retains Rushing Lead
In Saluki Football Statistics

While Northern Michigan University looms ahead as the Salukis’ eighth opponent this season, fullback Hill Williams continues to lead the team in yards gained rushing.

The hard-running back from Laurel, Miss., shows a net gain of 421 yards in 115 carries. This figures out to be a 3.6 yard average per carry.

Coming closer to Williams, despite a leg injury which has slowed him down, is halfback Charlie Pemberton. Pemberton rates second with 352 yards gained in 84 carries.

Quarterback Doug Mousey, taking over from the injured Wally Agnew, hasn’t thrown much but he has 27 completions in 51 attempts for 334 yards.

Tom Massey and John Feren­ce are the two leading pass receivers.

Massey, a senior from Skokie, has caught 27 for 350 yards. Ference has caught 22 passes for 294 yards.

Kubit is third with 195 yards gained on 18 catches.

Table-Tennis Too

Trotters Thrill Arena Crowd
With Variety of Comic Acts

The 41st edition of the fabulous Harlem Globetrotters performed for the first time in Carbondale Wednesday night, thrilling about 3,500 fans with the familiar comic antics which have made the group famous throughout the world.

Featuring Meadowlark Lemon, the “Clown Prince of Basketball,” the Globetrotters defeated the professional New York Nationals, 100-87 in the SIU Arena.

The outcome of the game, of course, was never really in doubt and few fans seemed interested in the scoreboard. “Jumpin’ Jimmy” Jackson dunked in the first four points of the game and the Trotters were on their merry way.

New York held a 9-8 lead at one point but trailed the rest of the way. They were able to get the margin down to 34-31 at one point in the second quarter before the Trotters again surged far ahead.

All of the famous “plays” were clicking for the Globetrotters, including both the football and baseball plays.

Fred (Curly) Neal’s drop-kick from well beyond the center stripe was good with the aid of a jumping dunk shot at the basket.

And Meadowlark, after ending the famous baseball series with a safe slide home, swished the net with a loose-limbed toss from the center line that drew an ovation from the fans.

The variety show that appears with the Globetrotters was well received by the crowd on hand.

Beautiful girls, a clown act and precision acrobatics provided the variety, along with a table-tennis exhibition at halftime.

The table-tennis match featured two of the world’s top players and the fantastic play brought raves from the audience.

SMOKERS
Something NEW
at SOUTHERN QUICK

We Now Have A Full Line of KAYWOODIE, MEDICO
AND YELLOW-BOLE Pipes

• A Full Assortment of Cigars + Cigarettes
• Lighters
• And Other Smoking Accessories

SOUTHERN QUICK SHOP
OPEN DAILY
8AM to 11PM

WHERE’S THE BALL? — The Harlem Globetrotters and the New York Nationals seem to have lost the ball during action Wednesday night in the SIU Arena. Actually, Meadowlark Lemon (No. 36) was in the middle of things as usual, and had just fired back a pass under his legs.

Work out to the super beat of a live band this afternoon, tonight, and tomorrow afternoon.

RUMPUS ROOM
213 E. MAIN

Sweaters... in the latest styles from Sohn’s

SEE OUR SELECTION OF CARDIGANS IN ALL SIZES AND COLORS

V-NECK PULLOVER SWEATERS
EXPERTLY MADE BY BERNARD ALTMAN
Regulars & Longs